ROMANTIC VACATION IN PARIS
SIX NIGHT STAY AT L’HOTEL DU COLLECTIONNEUR ARC DE TRIOMPHE
+ ROUNDTRIP AIR TRAVEL FOR TWO FROM OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

The City of Love… The City of Lights… No matter what name you give it, your senses will be alive and your
spirit will soar. With its world-famous museums, breathtaking architecture and elegant mixture of ancient and
modern, Paris has everything. Walk hand-in hand with your loved one through the gardens of Versailles, shop at
the chicest boutiques in the world on Rue Cambon, or take an adventure through time in the underground
catacombs.

YOUR HOTEL: Facing the chic Parc Monceau, and just a few minutes from the Arc de Triomphe, Avenue des
Champs Elysees, and the boutiques and art galleries of the rue du Faubourg Saint-Honore, L’Hotel du
Collectionneur is a marvel of art, interior design, architecture and comfort. The hotel is distinguished as a
landmark in the Art of Hospitality and affords a new vision of 5-star luxury. Originally designed for the
International Exposition of Modern Industrial & Decorative Arts in 1925, you will be invited to rediscover the
splendor of the 1930s in an elegant and distinguished atmosphere. Enjoy fine French cuisine in an Art Deco
setting on two beautifully landscaped terraces at Le Safran, or sip cocktails in the glamorous Purple Bar. Relax
in the fabulous spa, or take advantage of a personal training session in the gym. Whatever you do, be sure to
rekindle the flames of love in arguably the most romantic environment on earth. NOTE: Package includes a
Superior Room. Upgrade to Classic Suite available for $75 per night.
YOUR AIR TRAVEL: Oakland International Airport offers nonstop flights from Northern CA to Paris, and
since flying to Europe requires an overnight flight, this is the best way to go. Meals in flight, one checked bag
and one carry on are included. Upgrade to Premium Cabin available at market rate.

❖Reservations are subject to availability; and may not be made over the Christmas ❖Airport taxes and a $25 per person processing fee are not included and will be
or New Years holidays.
charged at time of booking.
❖ Air travel out of Oakland on Norwegian Airlines. Airport change to SFO,
Sacramento or San Jose available for $350 per person, and all flights will have at
least one stop. Frequent flyer miles may not be used for cabin upgrades.

❖Travel must be booked within one year and travelled within two years. 12 month
extension available for $500.

❖Travel must be booked at least 60 days in advance.

